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EDITORIAL

FROM EASTERN ‘OTHER’ TO OTHER (B)EASTS

Talking about constructions and perceptions of the ‘East’ more than thirty years after Edward Said’s seminal work Orientalism (Said, 1978), which made long time ago academics reconsider their critical thinking about the countries clustered under the rubric of Orient, may seem today indeed outdated. Debating the essentialism of our notions that capture cultures in bounded spaces after the post-structuralist critique of well-designed schemes of the human world accompanied by the linguistic turn in social sciences may again seem to be repeated too often. Then why do we still think it productive to mould the journal’s issue around the ‘East’ and its already heavily deconstructed images?

First of all, let us clarify that for our concerns the ‘East’ is a cultural category that only partly concerns geographical directions. It also does not correspond to Said’s Orient (i.e. East), although it may be similarly represented (for instance as irrational, spiritual, lazy, ancient, uncivilized, exotic, despotic, fanatic, poor...). In our sense the ‘East’ rather consists of myriads of better or worse organized stereotypical notions related to particular people and their cultural expressivity. Many people considered as such may be of Asian, North African, or Eastern European origin, but they, and this is important to note, may not be as well. What makes them ‘Easterners’, irrespective of their actual geographic position, is therefore rather their cultural ‘Otherness’. The latter was historically postulated by the representatives of the so called ‘West’, who thereby reflected their own contemporary superior position as well as their inability to understand the different people in other than just oppositional terms, or the terms that would seek to explain the differences in another way than solely against the ‘only correct’ standards. Yet, we are still convinced that however the ‘East’ has been deconstructed and its substantiality as a monolithic category broken by manifold evidences, it still lingers somewhere deeply in people’s minds as a residue of decades of education that divided people according to some predesigned cultural characteristics. The main goal of this issue is therefore to question the difference that emerges in the opposites and by presenting various approaches that revolve around the construction and perception of the ‘East’ to show that the way of seeing the ‘Other’ as the opposite is rarely (if at all) the correct way of researching the cultural variety that we meet around the world.

The academic debate about the so called ‘East’ and its manifold meanings in the aca-
emic world as well as in popular culture, whether carried out in cultural, power-related, economic, social, or religious terms, seems hardly to be over. Conversely, it is a complex debate that is hard to grasp in a few sentences, and also to follow in its entirety. Some academics may have moved from the stereotypes of impoverished, spiritual, despotic or sensual, but always geographically and culturally determined 'East' to the considerations of dynamics of socio-spatiality (Lewis, Wigen, 1997) and others may have widely reconsidered the notions of cultural boundaries and the locations of cultural production (Gupta, Ferguson, 1992; Bhabha, 1994). Yet others may have been also seeking the new approaches to the academic articulations of the social and the cultural within a certain space, while heeding to the documentable historical differences (e.g. in the ways how and why people think and act) and keeping the vital (insider's) connection to the subjects of their research (Chakrabarty, 2000).

All these approaches do away with a monolithic notion of the 'East' and 'Eastern' values, or cultures (that of course is equally valid for other socio-spatial categories). However, the problems of everyday social reality - of its historically reasoned present and often momentarily conditioned pasts that results in monolithic and culturally conditioned divisions of the people and the actions taken in order to utilize these divisions - do not simply disappear, because the academics have found more socially and historically sensitive ways of addressing them. Unfortunately, and sometimes ironically too, they re-emerge with the power doubled by what was learned from the academic debates. Moreover, these problems seem to have become, but indeed, in my opinion they always were, truly global. The articulation of 'Otherness', which casting people to 'East' and its 'Eastern-ness' no doubt is, and the confinement of the 'Otherness' to a certain space assigned with a certain culture is doubtless found all over the world (take taboo, caste, barbarian or democracy as examples). In fact, from some points of view, 'Othering', might be sought beyond the progress in human relations, but only as long as it is a tool of recognition (of a difference) and not the weapon of discrimination (based on the oppositional positing of one's self, culture...etc).

Hence the 'East', and the galaxy of its attributes, has been hardly diluted from the world that is, here or there, to be experienced in day-to-day life. It is still present in the rise of voices against multiculturalism, it clashes with civilizations, it stinks in 'Bulgarian' toilets, Islamizes Muslims, and it imprisons pussies and cherishes riots. Besides, it tremendously develops, taking the form of tiger, it competes and dangerously sets its own standards, and it still lives precisely because of its age immemorial. It apparently and quite convincingly keeps its 'it'. Yet, multi-medially and globally connected people (however virtual that connection can appear today), perhaps, advance far beyond the horizon of shallow public effect of the academic break with the notions of spatial stigma, and its racial, colonial, or smoothly said, modernity and progress, undertones. Therefore it is still worth questioning - as this issue hopes to do - how the multifaceted world that is still considered 'Eastern', and indeed perfectly 'Other', is thought about, what it is that makes people choose between the weapon of discrimination and tool of recognition, and hopefully it is worth seeking some other instruments that help us to understand people, too.

Do you recall the 'Polish plumber', or the recent stop to Bulgaria and Romania from entering the Schengen area (which was warmly welcomed by many Slovaks as far I can judge from my own observation of the online debates on the problem)? Well, Eastern Europeans (even if this is here meant to be a pure geographical, and in this case perhaps also a geo-political reference) were being in many contexts cut off from the rest of
the world for at least 40 years. They were being quite successfully colonized by the oppressive politics of ‘Eastern’ communists as well as being spatially socialized in the economics of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, and still, and in many cases with substantial evidence, they face the careful consideration of their ‘Eastern-ness’. So what it is that we think about the ‘East’ in Eastern (or if you like Central-Eastern – note the difference and the smoothing effect of the ‘central’!) Europe? Do we find the spatio-cultural divide meaningful? Do we bring to the fore the historical difference, i.e. mainly the socio-spatial particularities of the social changes in our regions, their conditions and outward conditioning and their manifold articulations or, as it was once assumed (cf. Fukuyama, 1992), we are following our predecessors in treading the path to the global world of democracy? It is in this context where the reasonability of the effort of discussing the ‘East’ in this volume should also be located.

Are you European or Eastern European, an Indian man asked me a few years ago in the glocal city of Pune whose university was several decades ago called the ‘Oxford of the East’. The human, whether or not in Foucalt’s terms, clearly disappeared from his question. I was predestined to remain ‘Eastern’ by my Eastern evaluator. That we, people from Central and Eastern Europe, are denied the agency of being differently different and are thought to be ‘understandably Eastern’ is perhaps the most conflicting way of how to start a debate, let alone academic debate. And of course, this denial does not concern solely us. However, the imagination of long existing and hardly evolving collectivities of ‘us and them’ has much deeper than just habitual/learned roots. Polarities, however culturally or spatially clothed reflect the ways of how we speak out and sort the experienced reality and will probably remain in people’s speech as long as there is ‘yes’ and ‘no’. But when, from what standpoint, why and for what purpose the appearing polarities find their spatially and culturally clothed articulations and whether these need to be overtly essentialist (such as the one mentioned above) is altogether a different question.

***

It must be clear by now that most of the texts published in this issue of Slovak Ethnology discuss the notions of the ‘East’ in one or other way. Reflecting the past decades in social sciences, they mostly treat the partial problems that the ‘Othering’ with the badge of ‘Eastern-ness’ (however that is spelled out by the concrete author as Oriental, heavenly, spiritual, or dangerous), brings. The main part of the issue consists of the three research papers, one material study, one essay and one interview.

The ‘Eastern’ spirituality on the one hand (e.g. of Buddhists and Hindus), or religious fanaticism (e.g. of Muslims), on the other, has become one of the common and clearly stereotypical denominators of the cultures considered ‘Eastern’. The religion of Easterners has been therefore probably one of the most studied phenomena and it is still attractive to scholars. Yet, only one of the research papers of this issue explicitly discusses the religion. In his article Milan Fuija seeks to explain the rise of the interest in the ‘Eastern spirituality’ among the Czech urbanites of late 19th and the first half of 20th century. He, quite convincingly, attempts to link it to the processes of individualization and detraditionalization of religion emphasizing the role of texts and private reading in these processes.

Balkan and the notions that locate it to ‘European Orient’, or see its people and their cultural expressiveness as having imagined ‘common standards’ has been discussed in
the article of Matej Karásek. Discursive orientalization of the Balkan region is not an unknown topic in the recent social studies focusing on this region and the author thus participates in a lively debate that often has political contexts and repercussions. The violence and stigmatization, the value loaded poetics of the Balkan's difference from the rest of Europe and the doubtful standards of equal treatment when set against the day-to-day experiences of the people of the Balkan indeed present a problem for a sensitive academic approach. Karásek seeks to explain how several notions attached to Said's Orientals were adopted in order to describe and classify Balkanians. He doubts the monolithic understanding of the region and interestingly relates its common classifiers to the present day policy of European Union.

The last research article in this issue comes from Boštjan Kravanja. Within the contexts of anthropology of tourism he discusses the popular representations of Sri Lanka in the tourist Baedekers. Kravanja seeks to explain how the seemingly opposite images of Sri Lanka found in the Baedekers - as a paradise on Earth and a war-stricken country - can be united, so that the global vision of entertaining tourism will not fade away and yet the 'authentic' Lanka will still keep its secrets and offers. Making the island an 'average' place (for whom, but?) of the global tourist backpacker displays the strategies of the discourse producers that perhaps may be seen in the terms of re-forming post-colonial representations of the places at the same time exotic and real.

The issue of the journal continues in discussing the chosen topic in lighter formats of essays and interview. Shafia Azam describes her first and later impressions from Slovakia and Slovaks paying attention to 'East/West' cultural divide as experienced via stereotypes she had to pass through, or those that she brought with herself. That these stereotypes still live in the social spaces Shafia interacted with is interestingly documented in her decision to return back to using English in public (the language whose modern history might indeed speak out stories about the 'Othering'!) instead of trying her skills in Slovak! Miloš Hubina does not let the hold of the stereotypes go and in his text thinks about what philosophers in Slovakia consider particularly 'Eastern' and what kind of misunderstandings it might bring. Finally, you may like to discover how, after Said and post-Saidian discussion in Oriental studies, a Slovak Orientalist, Gabriel Pirický, whose expertise lies in Islamic studies, nationalism and secularism in modern Turkey, sees the developments in his field and what he thinks of the 'East', embodied in the Turks of the Slovak historical memory and the Turkey of European presence.

***

It is not a long time since a president of a world superpower called for crusades, and today it seems that the battle of Aleppo is just about to begin. It seems that the people whether 'Eastern' or not, still hold their separate sides forever and for all. The differences often do not incite interest, but fear. Is this a too pessimistic vision of the current global social relationships? Are we too tightly confined to our 'habitus', unable to bear the burden of the global man, who fortunately and unfortunately, can be just anybody? What went wrong in the decades of discussing the people, their cultures and their differences from within and from without, so that we are still unable to recognize these differences as something human, whose permanent changes is better to explore, or at least observe with interest, than to despise with? Were the academic endeavours to explain and understand the dynamics of differentiation among the individuals, groups, classes, nations and what not, just academic for the sake of being academic? Or was
knowledge sold for power and discourse moulded in order to conventionally survive the power-knowledge game? 'Keep talking' is the message of Stephen Hawking that wisely introduced the identically titled song of a well-known rock group. This, hopefully, we are doing by presenting this issue to you.

DUŠAN DEÁK,
Hosting editor,
University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius of Trnava
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>> 1920s. The printing industry of the period as well as occultism itself was so preoccupied with the written word that the only picture often used to decorate only the front cover. **Lower left:** After a seven-year break (since 1915) the Czech Theosophical Society started to republish its periodical entitled *Lotus.* The text explains why the title (*Lotus*) as well as the format of the periodical of the society was renewed in accordance with its first club periodical issued originally since 1897. **Lower right:** The Tattva Clock: An instrument serving to map the daily flow of the so called tattvas (basic elements under their Sanskrit names and enumeration). The clock was published by the publishing house Zmatlík a Patička to accompany its books on securing success and happiness by doing things in a proper time, i.e. the time when the flow of the appropriate tattva is predominant. Archive of Milan Fujda.
Symbol Lotusu.

Po pravdy lepšieho zrozumitia českého spoločenského života došlo k vzniku časopisu "Lotus". Časopis založil v roku 1892, ktorý sa vysielal pravidelne dvochročne v českých prípadech. Časopis bol vytvorený na základe ideálu, že všetky aspeky života by mali byť vykreslené v časopise.


Takmer na konci 20. storočia časopis "Lotus" bol zrušený. Nástupcami boli nové časopisy s podobným zamienkou, ako ich predchodcovia.